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Elma Laser x360, three axis 360
360˚ lines, green
for extended visibility
Rugged, IP54 for every enviroment with rechargable Li-Ion battery

The brand new Elma Laser x360 line- and X laser is equipped with the latest technology, using green laser light, for
enhanced visibility. The human eye is about 4 times more responsive to green light, than classic red, increasing the
visible range remarkable, both in- and out doors. Elma Laser x360 provides perfect markings even in long range,
eliminating the need to draw on the floor, walls and ceilings. This makes the task of installing shelfs, paintings, kitchen
tables etc.

Elma Laser x360 is indicating single, dual or triple axis 360˚, for perfect leveling in all dimensions. Fast and easy, and
you have both hands free to work. Just place the laser and turn it on, it's as simple as that.

Forget about time consuming, accurate leveling of the instrument. Elma Laser x360 is self leveling, and if the deviation
is too big, the laser will indicate by fast blinking, making operating error impossible. Besides horizontal and vertical
360˚ lines, you are able to make straight lines in sloping angles, useful e.g. for stairways etc. Lock the Elma Laser x360
to deactivate the self leveling mechanism, and set the angle, simply by placing on standard tripod or on the supplied
magnetic adapter. When the leveling is locked, the instrument will indicate, by blinking every 3 second, to prevent
mistakes. As additional safety against errors, Elma Laser x360 can't be turned off, when the lock is deactivated,
securing the pendulum suspension against transport damage.

Elma Laser x360 all dimension laser is delivered ready to use in nylon bag, including batteries, manual and magnetic
adapter.

Technical data:
Visual range:
Vertikal accuracy:
Horizontal accuracy:
self leveling:
Self level time:
Laser:
Mount thread:
Battery:
Power supply:
Battery life:
Protection class:
Dimensions:
Weight:

To 45m depending on light
±3mm@10m
±3mm@10m
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5706445677023 =

6398677026 =

Laserbrille for grøn laser =

5706445677030 =

6398677039 =

5706445677047 =

6398677042 =

Batteri for Elma Laser X360 =
Elma Laser R100 Modtager til linjelaser med

5706445677108 =

6398677107=

pulsfunktion =
Elma Laser R107 Modtager =

